I.

Time, choreographed – Preamble

SUMMARY
When a timepiece becomes an object of incomparable design, that reinterprets and pushes the boundaries of
how time is told by a watch face – and also opens a new chapter in the enduring story of watchmaking - that is
the singularity of GENUS. It resides in the unique manner by which time is displayed in a choreography of mobile
elements. Telling time becomes captivating, its fleeting quality all the more evident.

A BRAND IS BORN: GENUS
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

An unprecedented timepiece to celebrate the birth of an independent High Watchmaking brand in
Geneva
Named GENUS by its co-founders (Latin etymological root: a new class, a beginning)
A world premiere
Two patents filed:
− A mechanical element circulates freely from one orbit to another AND provides information
− The hour indices revolve around the periphery and are orientated in the direction of reading time
Entirely conceived, developed and manufactured in its independent workshop in Geneva
In compliance with the standards and requirements of Haute Horlogerie
Manufactured movement, time display complication, 18K gold case, main plate and bridges
Highest-level hand-finishing & decoration
Ethical 18K gold and leather straps (RJC, certified traceability)

CO-FOUNDERS
Sébastien Billières
Son of a watchmaker, graduate of watchmaking, trainer, watchmaking consultant, entrepreneur. He successfully
leveraged his expertise acquired with the industry’s best and greatest. Bio in the Appendix.
Catherine Henry
A perfect alliance of dynamism and entrepreneurship, graduate in Management Sciences, mentor. She heads
Operations for the brand launch and onward development. Bio in the Appendix.

A “SOFT LAUNCH” FOR THE BRAND
June 2019: The brand steps on the watchmaking scene by submitting an entry for the Geneva Watchmaking
Grand Prix (GPHG) as a launch pad and media springboard to unveil the first model in its collection.

II.
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A BRIEF HOROLOGICAL PROFILE
GENUS believes in small production numbers. In this niche workshop, it’s not about economies of scale. This
expression of beauty in mechanical form, with an uncompromising quality of finish is aimed at enthusiasts,
amateurs, collectors - in short, true aficionados.
Ten years of research, two inventions and three years of development went into the making of this watch. Two
patents establish the basic principles of its free-floating time display. Extensively tested on the wrist, it is
extremely reliable and accurate. Avant-garde yet unwaveringly faithful to the principles of Haute Horlogerie,
and true to the watchmaking tradition of exquisite finishing, GENUS sets its own course. No dial, no hands: The
time-telling elements of its intriguing display complication move. The mechanics offer a spectacle: The hours
dance and the minutes follow in an endless procession.

REVISITING HOW TIME IS TOLD
Watchmaking is traditionally based on a system of fixed elements driven by gears. By introducing a new time
display complication that deconstructs conventional systems, GENUS defines new principles for telling time.
They require initiation.
Indeed, it shakes-up the foundations of what has been unquestioningly accepted for centuries:
How should time be told?
Hours
There are twelve satellites, one for each hour. They each make a complete revolution every twelve hours around
the periphery, flush with the crystal. The current hour is indicated by the white stationary fixed arrow on the
left, in front of which the satellites pass. They remain aligned in the reading direction, by rotating 90° every 3
hours, i.e. four times on their 12-hour journey. The numerals affixed to the hour satellites are luminous and the
result of meticulous design and artisanship.
Minutes
Minutes are precisely broken down into tens and single digits and are not indicated as an approximation. The
white stationary arrow on the right, near the crown, points to the precise minute digit on a skeletonised rotary
dial that is graduated from 0 to 9. In the center of the timepiece, two large blue counter-rotating wheels are
graduated in increments of 10 minutes by cut-out numbers that seem to float in space. The two minutes wheels
drive a procession of lozenge-shaped pieces that travel freely from one orbit to the other. The way they progress
in single file to express the passage of time in a large 8, symbol of infinity is the genesis of the time display
concept of this watch. The first element of the procession, indicates the tens-of-minutes. This is the lead
indicator, called the Genus. It is followed by 11 Genera (the plural of Genus) which evoke a trailing memory of
the elapsed minutes.

In Pictures
Left: The stationary white arrow, in front of which the satellites pass, indicates the current hour.
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Right: The stationary white arrow on the crown-side points to the precise minute.

Center: The Genus (lead element) of the procession points to the tens of minutes and is followed by the 11
Genera.

Aesthetics
A rosette forms on the watch face every 15 and 45 minutes, alternating between the upper and lower minute
wheels as the procession of the Genus and Genera progresses. This corollary mechanism draws the eye, ever so
subtly, and gives the timepiece an ever-changing face. In it, some see an analemma, the figure 8 drawn in the
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sky by recording the different positions of the sun, at the same time and from the same location during a
calendar year – a most compelling representation of the passage of time.
SuperLuminovaTM
For enhanced legibility in low light conditions, the elements providing time information are treated with a
luminescent coating.

PREPARE FOR AN INNER JOURNEY
The manufacture movement – entirely designed, developed and assembled at the Geneva workshop – combines
the functions of energy storage (winding and barrel), transmission (gear box) and time regulation (balance
wheel, hairspring and escapement). A single large-diameter barrel stores enough energy to ensure a power
reserve of approximately fifty hours, which is considerable given the complexity of the calibre and the time
indication components that need to be kept in motion. This hand-wound movement operates at 18,000
vibrations per hour or 2.5 Hz. Regulation is assured by a traditional Swiss anchor escapement, coupled with a
balance hairspring and variable inertia balance wheel.
A contrast of styles under perfect control. Avant-garde from the front, the movement seen from the back
appears to be more classic, reminiscent of pocket watch movements. Although the layout may be seen as
traditional, the actual construction is quite unusual. That is because the movement is made in two parts that
separate power storage and transmission (cylinder & counter gear) from power distribution and regulation
(escapement & hairspring). The benefit is that the fluidity of each complication can be optimally verified and
adjusted, by simply removing the power distribution and regulation part of the movement if additional
adjustment steps are needed. A ruthenium treatment visually distinguishes the ‘separation of
powers’underscoring this aspect of the design with contrasting finishes and color choices.
The distinctive time display complication, being at the nexus of tradition, innovation and creative renewal,
epitomizes the cornerstone of GENUS' singularity: The arched bridges, the shape of the of steel components
(springs, scales) and wheels create a sophisticated style with contrasting points and curves. These inflection
points create zones of variation in light giving added effect – the pleasing result of aesthetic choices combined
with an extremely high level of finish. This ingenious, complex, and meticulously finished mechanism animates
the passage of time in what we might describe as a fractioned manner. If the analemma traced by the Genera is
a figure 8, intimately linked to the nature of the project, it is by no means the only one that could be envisaged.
This versatile complication, which not only tracks time but also tells its story, presages new interpretations and
iterations for the future.

IT STARTS WITH THE FINISHES
The GNS is instantly recognizable. Thanks to a sophisticated construction, the indices and Genera move with
fluidity, precision, and reliability. The impression of the whole is that of an architectural object animated by
moving elements that each play a role in indicating the passage of time. Distilling

the essence of the concept is the hypnotic display of tens of minutes, like a kinetic sculpture. The generous
aperture of the watch face and domed crystal, sitting flush with the edge of the case, together provide optimal
visibility for appreciation of the intricacies of the time-telling complication
The choice of 18K gold for building this watch is driven by a double ambition. Firstly, the nobility of GENUS
resides in its watchmaking substance and legitimacy. It is therefore logical for it to be crafted in a noble material.
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Secondly, besides being synonymous with high value and exclusivity, 18K gold offers other advantages. Itis
largely immune to the detrimental influence of magnetic fields on a timepiece movement and it is extremely
suitable for high levels of finishing and decoration.
All components have been designed and hand-worked in our Geneva workshop, in accordance with the exacting
standards of Haute Horlogerie. The gears, main plate and bridges are all hand-bevelled, angled, and straightgrained by hand and most steel parts are mirror-polished.
In HauteHorlogerie, the mirror polish – also called “black polish” – represents the highest level of finish
achievable on steel components. For each GNS1.2WG, steel parts are skilfully and delicately polished by hand in
a circular pattern using diamantine powder on a zinc plate. The result is a perfectly pristine surface without the
slightest hint of a mark, evenunder high magnification. More than 4 hours of painstaking polishing and attention
to detail are dedicated to achieve such a high-quality finish on components of such small dimensions - not
counting the work that goes into hand-bevelling the sides. Each GNS1.2WG has 12 different, individually
finished, steel components.
The Manufacture movement comes with the same high standard of finishing. Meticulous care is taken at every
step. The ratchet is snailed, the click spring is satin finished, the plate and four bridges are micro-blasted, creating
a matte effect that gives more depth whilst allowing those parts that are polished to a shine, to stand out. All
edges are hand-chamfered and polished by a demanding and uncompromising watchmaker.

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN
From first glance, the aesthetic impact incites a feeling, rousing emotions that are unique to each beholder.
Being acutely aware of the intrinsic limitations of the conceptual watches upon which he worked throughout his
career, Sébastien, made a central design principle for GENUS that each timepiece be would be ergonomically
comfortable and wearable on a daily basis. The perfectly balanced GNS1.2WG espouses a beautifully
contemporary line.
Significant emphasis has been placed on the case design whose dimensions are dictated by the needs of the
movement – 43 mm in diameter and 13.1 mm in thickness. The search for the ideal balance in terms of case
style, resulted in a subtle, downturned form. Sculpted in 18K gold, the design is distinctive yet understated.
Stable and very comfortable, it naturally follows the curves of the wrist.
Like a jewellery display case, the minimalist cladding unobtrusively protects and at the same time showcases
the inner workings of the GNS1.2WG architecture. The seamless integration of the domed sapphire crystal offers
a spectacular and deep view into the lace-like intricacy of the time display complication.

ETHICAL GOLD SHINES BRIGHTER
As ever, GENUS remains committed to sustainable development and suppliers are individually selected with
environmental and social impact in mind. GENUS is dedicated to promoting the global standards of responsibility
for its sector.
The case, movement main plate, bridges, and buckle are made of ethical 18K gold, certified by the Responsible
Jewellery Council (RJC). The leather strap is sourced from a supply chain with certified traceability.
GE WATCHES SA, Rue du Rhône 114 - 1204 Genève - www.genuswatches.swiss
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ONE WORLD PREMIERE, TWO INVENTIONS
The innovations introduced by this GNS model, imagined by Geneva watchmaker Sébastien Billières, stem from
his passion, his expertise, his skill and abundant creativity. Behind this distinctive approach to telling time resides
a series of challenges.
First, the two main characteristics that distinguish the GNS are the subject of two patent applications. The
procession of the Genera around the orbits was a major challenge. Indeed, whilst they must be held in place,
they must also be able to move untethered. Solidly anchored and yet mobile, they travel from one section of
the figure 8-shaped display to the other, smoothly crossing the tangent of the two large wheels. This ‘changing
of the guard’, as it were, occurs as the eleven Genera advance in single file, without the risk of friction damage
to the blued finish of the wheels. The Genus and trailing Genera are completely independent and unattached
and follow each other without touching.
Second, the gear that guides each hour satellite is one of the largest designed. Its teeth are located on the inner
edge. This ring must remain perfectly flat, even after the extreme precision wire-cut EDM process - erosion wire
cutting -- and its finishing. Finally, work on the reduction of friction has been effected to guarantee a running
time compatible with current standards, while feeding energy to a particularly high number of moving parts.

DEDICATED TO PRECISION, RELIABILITY & AFTERSALES SERVICE
The methods and materials involved in the construction of this timepiece illustrate the highest standards of
horological artisanship. The tests and checks to which each piece is subjected guarantees lasting mechanical
efficiency and absolute reliability. The water resistant case shields the precision in-house movement and its
complication module, from particulate matter, water, and perspiration. The water resistance rating ensures
optimum reliability for daily wear.
The proven experience and expertise of its co-founders not only gives GENUS a legitimacy that is unprecedented
for such a young Geneva brand, but also provides the best assurance of it becoming an enduring brand. The
message to clients could not be stronger. The 40-year-old Master Watchmaker behind the brand will remain
dedicated to his passion and to those who share it for many decades to come. The solid trust that Sébastien
Billières has built over the past 20 years with the greatest names in watchmaking, still abides, and gives GENUS
unparalleled credibility in terms of watchmaking performance, which is only reinforced by the Maestro's skills
as a restorer, builder, mentor and advisor.
As GENUS enters the scene, the brand is in a unique position from the start to, make its mark within the rarefied
sphere of High Watchmaking by unveiling its own movement manufactured in solid 18K gold.
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GEPWS WATCHES, Rue du Rhône 114, 1204 Geneva – switzetnand contact@genuswatches.swiss
Sanes & Disttidution

raoena.cnoutiet@genuswatches.swiss
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III. Technical Specifications
GNS1.2WG
Collection
Watch name
Watch reference
Material

GNS
GNS 1
GNS1.2
WG (white gold)

Complete reference for the watch in white gold: GNS1.2WG
Case
Material
Origin
Diameter
Thickness
Crown
Crystal
Caseback
Water resistance

18K white gold
Ethical gold, RJC-certified (Responsible Jewellery Council)
43 mm
13.1 mm
Gold18K – G-E-N-U-S letters in relief around its circumference for winding grip
Domed (“chevé”) sapphire crystal with antireflective coating
18K screw secured, sapphire crystal with antireflective coating
30 meters (3 ATM)

Movement
Winding
Manual
Calibre
160W-1.2
Material
18K solid gold, including main plate & bridges
Diameter
38 mm
Height
7.7 mm
Components
418
Rubies
26
Frequency
2.5 Hz, or 18,000 vibrations per hour
Power reserve
About 50 hours
Regulating organ
Escapement with a Swiss anchor, hair spring, variable inertia balance wheel
Modular construction in two parts:

One for power storage and transmission,

The other for distribution and regulation.
Time Display Complication
Hours
12 satellites/peripheral and axial rotation index (patent pending)
Tens-of-minutes
12 free components circulating to-and-from between 2 counter rotating
wheels (patent pending)
Units of minutes
Skeletonised disc
Numerals & indicators
With SuperLuminova™
Strap & Buckle
Leather
Buckle
Clasp

Calfskin, hand-stitched – navy blue
Pin buckle in 18K gold, engraved with the GENUS logo
Fold-over clasp available upon request
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Telling the time
Time is read from left to right
 Left:
Hour (12 moving indeces, pass in front of a fixed arrow)
 Center:
Tens-of-minutes (free-moving lead element ––called the Genus –
followed by its procession of 11 Genera)
 Right:
Minute (near the crown, fixed arrow)

SELLING PRICES
WG (white gold)
RG (rose gold)
R3 &E radc 3 Rgtan gsm )

CHF 148 000 VAT not included
CHF 148 000 VAT not included
AH D 128 000 TAR n ot gn alsdcd

APPENDICES
Co-houndets dios
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SÉBASTIEN BILLIÈRES, THE FREE SPIRIT OF WATCHMAKING

Watchoamet, insttuctot, entterteneut, and co-houndet oh GEPWS, Sédastien Binniètes successhunny nevetages
an ezrettise in Hine Watchoaming acsuited whine wotming with sooe oh the gteatest in the hiend.
A rtoud hathet oh thtee, he is the son oh a watchoamet who devoted 35 yeats oh his cateet to Ronez. Bateny
a hew days ahtet odtaining his CHC as a watchoamet in 1999, Sédastien Binniètes shihts into high geat at the
wotmshor oh Roget Duduis, which had arrtozioateny ten eornoyees at the tioe, and connadotates ditectny
with the oastet hiosenh.
Eaget hot ezretience, he entets the otdit oh othet sttong retsonanities, nime Heniz Bauogattnet in the eatny
yeats oh Wtwetm. Sédastien Binniètes then decooes ratt oh the Qrus V rtolect teao at Hatty Winston, in
chatge oh hine-tuning anongside Heniz (rtototyring), and testing and ratts rtoduction. Wntin today he teoains
in chatge oh ahtet-sanes setvice oretations hot Hatty Winston.
Thete is no oistaming the signs oh destiny. When Sédastien Binniètes decides to set ur on his own, the
wotmdench he tents htoo Svend Andetsen tutns out to have deen rteviousny occuried dy none othet than
Heniz Bauogattnet, his htiend and oentot, and Htancm Munnet.
The rtoduction oh toutdinnons, a srecianization in autooatons – lust two oh the hiends in which the dudding
watchoamet devenors a wide tange oh sminns that don’t go unnoticed hot nong.
In 2006, Binniètes is arrtoached dy IHAGE, the Houndation hot Adunt Education in Geneva, to dtoaden the
score oh its watchoaming cutticunuo. He is the Chaitoan oh the derattoents he cteated: Modunat Ttaining
in Watchoaming and Ttaining in Industtian Suanity, and stinn teaches thete.
In 2007, he co-hounds a coorany to devenor new oechanisos and coornications hot high watchoaming
“Maisons”. It’s a success. Sédastien Binniètes then he sets ur shor on his own, and GMTI soon decooes
one oh the tegion’s neading sudconttactots to the watchoaming industty with state-oh-the-att hacinities
srecianized in the oanuhactute and asseodny oh “Poinçon de Genève” canidets. The teao at GMTI is cuttentny
twenty-sttong.
Thtoughout his watchoaming loutney, Sédastien Binniètes’ guiding rtincirne is and teoains, "We live in an
infinite universe, limited only by our beliefs."
This htee sritit dteaos oh an innovative, and continuousny evonving concert oh watchoaming that ventutes
into unezrnoted tettitoty. His hitst cteation is enteted in the 2019 “Grand Prix d'Horlogerie de Genève”
cooretition and oatms the unveining oh the ezciting and inderendent Hine Watchoaming dtand newny cohounded with his dusiness rattnet Cathetine Henty: GEPWS.

190902a#aEPaBioAnnezeaGEPWS
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CATHERINE HENRY, DYNAMISM AND ENTREPRENEURIAL DRIVE OF A SPECIAL CALIBRE

Gtaduate in Manageoent Sciences, oentot, entterteneut and now co-houndet oh a Hine
Watchoaming dtand, Cathetine Henty is Chieh Qretations Qhhicet at GEPWS and sreatheading
the statt-ur’s naunch and dusiness devenoroent.
Ahtet odtaining het Swiss coooetcian CHC cettihicate, she degan het cateet in Zutich with an
insutance coorany and then oove to the stocm ttading desm at the headsuattets oh a oalot
intetnationan danm. Theteahtet which she ountirnied het wotm ezretiences, and each oh het
rositions setved as a srtingdoatd hot the nezt. Buinding on het eztensive and sonid rtactican
ezretience, acsuited ovet oote than 25 yeats in dihhetent hiends and tyres oh otganizations,
tanging htoo a ountinationan to the hood industty to consttuction technonogy, she then chose to
surrott SMEs and statt-urs as oentot in otganizing, oanaging and gtowing theit dusinesses.
Cathetine’s wotming nanguages ate Htench, Engnish and Getoan.
Mattied in 200: and oothet oh an 11-yeat ond doy, she was awatded the "Prix de la femme
romande entrepreneure" in 2011 (Heoane Entterteneut oh Rooandie Awatd – Wooen In Swiss
Business). In action oode, Cathetine is a tean dynaoo!
At 40, she conhitos het dtoad and deer sminnset dy coorneting an aoditious acadeoic rtogtao
in Business and Adoinisttation. She now honds an EBBA Degtee htoo the Geneva Schoon oh
Econooics and Manageoent (hotoetny HEC Geneva) and a Bachenot)s Degtee in Manageoent
Sciences htoo the Wnivetsity oh Savoie Mont-Bnanc, having odtained het titnes with distinction
and gtaduated hitst in het cnass. Cathetine is a oentot at the Cateet Centte oh the Wnivetsity
oh Geneva.
Passionate and authentic, she eododies a tehteshing notion oh dynaoiso and heoane
entterteneutshir.
"I love to innovate and develop new things. Starting from a blank page with GENUS has been
a very stimulating challenge. As a perfectionist and someone who’s quite determined, I always
like to maintain forward motion, to surpass myself, and always keep doing better. When you
venture into unknown territory as we are today with GENUS, you can’t expect the road to be
an easy one, but we are proud of how far we’ve come so far. And we’re only at the beginning
of our journey.”
Cathetine Henty and het dusiness rattnet in this teoatmadne watchoaming ventute, Sédastien
Binniètes, ate enteting theit hitst tioe riece in the 2019 edition oh the Gtand Ptiz d’Hotnogetie de
Genève (GPHG) cooretition – an art cenedtation hot the ditth oh theit cteative and inderendent
dtand, GEPWS.
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